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Abstract
Reuse of industrial and agricultural wastes as supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) in concrete
and mortar productions contribute to sustainable development. In this context, Fluid catalytic cracking
catalyst residue (spent FCC), a byproduct from the petroleum industry and petrol refineries, have been
studied as SCM in blended Portland cement in the last years. Nevertheless, others environmental friendly
alternative has been conducted in order to produce alternative binders with low CO2 emissions. The use of
aluminosilicate materials in the production of Alkali-Activated Materials (AAM) is an ongoing research
topic which can present low CO2 emissions associated. Hence, this paper studies some variables that can
influence the production of AAM based on spent FCC. Specifically, the influence of SiO2/Na2O molar
ratio and the H2O/spent FCC mass ratio on the mechanical strength and microstructure are assessed.
Some instrumental techniques, such as SEM, XRD, pH and electrical conductivity measurements, and
MIP are performed in order to assess the microstructure of formed alkali-activated binder. Alkali
activated mortars with compressive strength up to 80 MPa can be formed after curing for three days at 65
ºC. The research demonstrates the potential of spent FCC to produce alkali-activated cements and the
importance of SiO2/Na2O molar ratio and the H2O/spent FCC mass ratio in optimising properties and
microstructure.
Keywords: spent FCC, waste, alkali activated material, mechanical properties.

1. Introduction
According to the literature, Portland cement production is responsible at least 5-8% of global CO2
emissions [1]. Concerning to the environmental problems caused by the cement industry, several studies
have been reported in order to reduce the greenhouse gas emission. The reuse of waste materials
generated from industrial or agricultural activities has been successfully used in the production of blended
Portland cement in the last decades. The partial substitution of Portland cement by supplementary
cementitious materials can reduce from 886 kg to 660 kg the CO2 emissions associated to the production
of 1 ton of Portland cement [2].

Another possibility for reducing the CO2 emissions associated to the Portland cement industry is the
production of alternative binders with low CO2 emissions. Among these alternative materials, alkaliactivated materials (AAM), as well as reducing CO2 emissions up to 80%, can present similar or even
higher compressive strength, acid resistance, fire resistance and low shrinkage, when compared to
Portland cement. Alkali-activated binders are formed by a network of SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra linked by
sharing oxygen atoms. Positive ions such as Na+, K+, Mg2+ or Ca2+ must be present in the framework
cavities to balance the charge deficiency of Al3+ compared to Si4+. It forms a three dimensional network
of Si4+ and Al3+ in 4-fold coordination with oxygen [3-4].

The formed alkali-activated binder has an amorphous or nano-crystalline microstructure, depending
basically on the amount of aluminosilicate solid material and on its nature (mineralogy of raw materials)
as well as on the alkalinity of activating solution and on the curing conditions [5-8]. As can be observed
in the literature, most of papers are related to the use of blast furnace slag [9-11], fly ash [12-13] and
metakaolin [14-15] as an aluminosilicate material in the production of alkali-activated materials.
Nevertheless, others aluminosilicate materials have also been studied for this propose such as, tungsten
waste mine [16], glass fibre waste [17], air pollution control APC residues [18-19], hydrated-carbonated
cement [20].

In this paper the use of fluid catalytic cracking catalyst residue (spent FCC) is assessed as an
aluminosilicate material for the production of alkali-activated binders. Spent FCC is an inorganic material
obtained as a byproduct from petroleum industry and petrol refineries. A correct destination for this
byproduct can contribute to reducing environmental problems and, so on, it can diminish the landfill
areas.

The chemical composition of spent FCC is made up mainly of aluminium and silicon oxides
(aluminosilicate material), containing some impurities such as lanthanide oxides. Studies performed by
Payá et al. [21] shows that independently from the origin of spent FCC, this byproduct present a
homogeneity bulk. This fact may contribute to the indiscriminate use of spent FCC in building
construction.

Respect to the use of spent FCC in the production of blended concrete and mortars, a lot of studies have
been reported in the literature about its pozzolanic reactivity, mechanical properties and durability aspects
[22-24]. Payá et al. [22] reported a systematic study about pozzolanic activity of spent FCC in lime
pastes, comparing the results to metakaolin which is considered a high reactive pozzolanic material. The
authors observed that both pozzolans exhibited very high percentages of fixed lime even for early curing
age and, the mainly hydrated products formed are CSH, CASH and CAH.

When spent FCC is used in blended mortars, the optimum replacement percentage is in the range 10-20%,
yielding a compressive strength gain about 10 MPa, comparing to the control mortar [23]. Durability
aspects are extensively assessed by Zornoza et al. [24-25] such as chloride-induced corrosion steel,
accelerated carbonation, chloride ingress. In terms of durability, spent FCC blended Portland cement
presented good behaviour.

The first study related to the use of spent FCC as aluminosilicate material in the production of alkaliactivated materials has been recently reported by Tashima et al. [26]. In that study, authors concluded
that, in general terms, an increase in the SiO2/Na2O molar ratio in the range 0-1.46 for a fixed Na+
concentration (10mol.kg-1), promotes an increment on the mechanical strength of mortars, yielding 8-68
MPa after three curing days at 65 ºC. It was also observed the existence of an optimum SiO2/Na2O molar

ratio (1.17) for a fixed Na+ concentration. Hence, the aim of this paper is to assess the effect of SiO2/Na2O
molar ratio, but now, varying both %Na2O and %SiO2 percentages. Mechanical and microstructural
properties of alkali-activated binders based on spent FCC are assessed. Otherwise, the influence of
H2O/spent FCC mass ratio on the mechanical strength of mortars and on the porosity is also evaluated.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Spent FCC used in this study was supplied by BP Oil – Spain. The chemical composition of spent FCC,
determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF), is summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a scanning electron
micrograph of spent FCC particles. The natural spent FCC shows spherical particles with a wide particle
size range (see Figure 1a). In this study, spent FCC was previously dry milled during 20 min (see Figure
1b) in order to obtain particle diameter about 17 µm [27].

Sodium hydroxide pellets (98% purity) supplied by Panreac S.A., and sodium silicate solution
(waterglass, 28% SiO2; 8% Na2O; 64% H2O) from Merck, were used in the preparation of activating
solutions. For mortar specimen preparation, siliceous sand with a fineness modulus of 4.1 and a specific
gravity of 2680 kg/m3 was used.

Table 1. Chemical composition of spent FCC (wt%).

Figure 1. SEM images of spent FCC particles: a) before milling; b) after milling.

2.2. Tests performed on alkali activated binders
Mechanical strength tests were performed by using a universal test machine following the procedures
described on UNE-EN 196-1. The compressive strength value was the average of six specimens. Mercury
Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP, Micromeritics Instrument Corporation) was used to evaluate the pore size
distribution in alkali-activated spent FCC (AA-FCC) mortars. The intrusion pressure applied was between
14 kPa and 227.4 MPa, equivalent to pores with diameters ranging from 91.26 µm to 5.5 nm.

Microstructural characterizations of AA-FCC are assessed by several instrumental techniques. X-ray
diffraction (XRD, Philips PW1710 with Cu Kα radiation in 2θ range 5-55º) was used to characterise the
crystalline and semi-crystalline phases in AA-FCC paste samples. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
JEOL JSM-6300) was used to examine the microstructure of fracture surfaces. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA, 850 Mettler Toledo thermo-balance) used 100µL aluminium crucibles and a nitrogen
atmosphere. Samples were heated from 35 to 600 ºC at 10 ºC/min to give a total mass loss (%) associated
with the dehydration/dehydroxilation of alkali-activated binder based on spent FCC.

To assess the formation of alkali-activated binders based on spent FCC, a new experimental technique is
proposed. The analysis was performed using 1 g of crushed alkali-activated paste and 10 mL of deionized
water. A continuous stirring was conducted during 10 minutes to allow dissolution of free ions in the
suspension. After that, electrical conductivity and pH measurements of suspension were performed: a
Crison microCM2201 conductimeter and a Crison micropH2001 pH-meter were used (alkali-resistant pHelectrode Crison 5204). The analysis was performed at different curing ages in order to assess the
combination of sodium, hydroxyl and silicate ions in the alkali activation process: pH and electrical
conductivity values in aqueous suspension should be diminished according to the alkali activation
reaction progress.

2.3. Synthesis of alkali activated binders
In previous study related to the production of alkali-activated binders based on spent FCC [26], it was
noted that for a fixed Na+ concentration (10 mol.kg-1), the increment in the SiO2/Na2O molar ratio
improve significantly mechanical strength of alkali-activated mortars based on spent FCC. Hence, in the
first part of this paper the influence of Na+ concentration for a fixed %SiO2 (21.0% of SiO2) is assessed.
The %SiO2 was fixed according to the obtained results reached in previous work [26] and the %Na2O was
in the range 9.3-27.9% (5.0-15.0 mol.kg-1). All AA-FCC mortars were cured during three days at 65 ºC
with relative humidity about 95%. Table 2 summarizes the activating solutions used in the production of
these mortars. For all the cases, %Na2O and %SiO2 were calculated respect to the mass of spent FCC.

Activating solutions were prepared at least 30 minutes prior their use to allow the solution to cooling
down at room temperature. AA-FCC mortar samples were prepared by mixing spent FCC with activating

solution for 4 minutes. Siliceous sand was then added to the paste (sand/FCC mass ratio of 3), and mortar
was mixed for a further 3 minutes. The fresh mortars were cast in prismatic moulds (4 cm x 4 cm x16 cm)
and vibrated for 3 minutes to remove any air voids. The moulds were then sealed with a plastic film to
avoid atmospheric carbonation and stored in a thermal bath at 65 ºC for 4 hours. Samples were then
demoulded and stored under the same curing conditions during 3 days.

Table 2. Activating solutions used in the study of the influence of Na+ concentration for a fixed %SiO2.

Based on the obtained results from the first part of this work and on previous work reported by Tashima
et al. [26], it was decided to perform an experimental method to assess the effect of both %Na2O and
%SiO2. An experimental method was carried out using two factors (%SiO2 and %Na2O) and three levels
for both factors (15.75, 21.0 and 26.25 for %SiO2 and, 13.95, 18.60 and 23.25 for %Na2O, respectively).
Thus, nine activating solutions were used for mortars preparation in this part of work and its composition
is summarized on Table 3.

As can be observed in Table 3, mixtures were named according to the %Na2O and %SiO2 content.
Therefore, three levels of %Na2O content (represented by upper cases) and three levels of %SiO2 content
(represented by lower cases) were studied (named low “L” or “l”, intermediate “M” or “m”, and High
“H” or “h”, respectively). For better understanding of adopted nomenclature, some examples of mix
proportion are shown: mixture L-m represents a low content of %Na2O (13.9%) and an intermediate
content in %SiO2 (21.0%). Otherwise, mixture M-l represents an intermediate content of %Na2O (18.6%)
and low content in %SiO2 (15.7%). It is important to mention that all alkali-activated mortars were also
cured at 65 ºC during 3 days. AA-FCC pastes were also prepared in order to assess the relationship
between mechanical and microstructural properties.

Table 3. Mix proportion of activating solutions varying both %Na2O and %SiO2.

Finally, in the last part of this work, after assess the combined effect of %Na2O and %SiO2, a specific
study related to the influence of H2O/spent FCC mass ratio was performed for a selected mix proportion.

For this case, H2O/spent FCC mass ratio was in the range 0.60-0.45and SiO2/Na2O molar ratio was fixed
in 1.17. Table 4 summarizes the mix proportions for alkali activated mortars assessed in the last section.

Table 4. Mix proportion of alkali activating solutions for different H2O/spent FCC mass ratio.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Influence of Na+ concentration for a fixed %SiO2
Figure 2 shows the influence of %Na2O for a fixed %SiO2 (21.0%) on the mechanical strength of AAFCC mortars cured during 3 days at 65 ºC. Alkali-activated mortar with the lowest %Na2O presents a
compressive strength about 10 MPa. The low compressive strength data obtained is related to a lack of
alkalinity in the activating solution, which reduces the dissolution process of aluminosilicate materials
and, consequently, the binder formation [28].

Increasing the %Na2O, an enhancement on the mechanical strength was observed, yielding a maximum
strength value (68.3 MPa) for 18.6 %Na2O that represents a total Na+ concentration of 10mol.kg-1.
Somna et al. [29] also observed the existence of an optimum Na2O concentration ranging from 9 to 14M
for alkali-activated fly ash systems.

Figure 2. Influence of %Na2O for a fixed %SiO2 (21.0%) on the mechanical strength of AA-FCC mortars
cured during 3 days at 65 ºC.

For the activating solutions with 23.25%Na2O, the compressive strength started to decline due to the fact
that for high OH- concentration the dissolution process is accelerated, but, on the other hand,
polycondensation process is restricted [30]. Besides it, an excess of OH- ions causes a rapid precipitation
of aluminosilicate gels (zeolitic precursors), yielding low mechanical strength binders [31]. Another
possible cause for reduction in the mechanical strength is the severe carbonation process that occurs for
high alkaline activating solutions [32].

Hence, the existence of an optimum %Na2O value is observed for a fixed %SiO2, obtaining alkaliactivated mortars about 68 MPa after 3 curing days at 65 ºC. Several papers [33-34] also reported the
existence of an optimum alkali concentration for alkali activated materials.

3.2. Influence of both %Na2O and %SiO2

3.2.1. Mechanical strength
Compressive strengths of alkali-activated mortars based on spent FCC prepared using different %Na2O
and %SiO2 proportions are given in Table 5. Compressive strengths vary from 26 to 68 MPa with higher
compressive strength obtained for mixture M-m, it means, for 18.6% of Na2O and 21.0% of SiO2. This
mixture presents a SiO2/Na2O molar ratio of 1.17 and a H2O/Na2O molar ratio of 11.11.

Table 5. Compressive strength values for alkali activated mortars using different %Na2O and %SiO2
concentrations.

Figure 3 shows a non-linear fitting surface of compressive strength values for alkali-activated mortars
based on spent FCC. It can be observed that there is a large region where AA-FCC mortars have
compressive strength values higher than 60 MPa (from 16% to 22%SiO2 and from 14% to 20%Na2O),
indicating that in this range of composition for the activating solution, there is no excessive influence of
SiO2/Na2O molar ratio. Nevertheless, it can be noted a strong dependence between compressive strength
values and SiO2/Na2O molar ratio for the outer region.

From the non-linear fitting surface equation, it can be established the optimized value of compressive
strength for alkali-activated mortars based on spent FCC. Theoretically, the maximum value of
compressive strength, calculated by the derivative point of non-linear fitting curve equation, for alkaliactivated mortars is 71 MPa.

Comparing the maximum value obtained experimentally (mixture M-m) with the theoretical calculated
value, it can be observed that the difference in compressive strength is negligible. Hence, in this case,
mixture M-m (18.6% of Na2O and 21.0% of SiO2) is considered the optimized mixture for the studied

conditions. The specific study related to the effect of H2O/spent FCC mass ratio on the mechanical
strength and porosity of AA-FCC mortars is going to be performed with the optimized mixture, it means,
the mixture M-m.

Figure 3. Non-linear fitting surface of compressive strength for alkali activated mortars based on spent
FCC.

3.2.2. Microstructural studies
The mineralogy of formed products in the alkali activation process of spent FCC was assessed by means
of X-ray diffractions. Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns for selected alkali-activated pastes (mixtures M-l,
M-m and M-h) cured after three days at 65 ºC. XRD pattern for spent FCC sample is also depicted. The
main crystalline component identified in spent FCC sample is acid-faujasite (in sodium form
Na2Al2Si4O12⋅8H2O, PDFcard# 391380). For alkali-activated pastes, it is observed a baseline deviation in
the range 23-32º, suggesting an important presence of amorphous phase. Comparing to the baseline

deviation of FCC sample (2Θ =17-30º), there was a shift to 2Θ higher values due to the
geopolymerization reaction that forms new amorphous gel. Similar results were also reported by Provis et
al. [35].

Respect to the crystalline phases, it can be noted the presence of quartz (SiO2, PDFcard# 331161), albite
(NaAlSi3O8, PDFcard# 090466) and natrite (Na2CO3, PDFcard# 370451) in the microstructure of alkaliactivated pastes. Quartz and albite were present in the spent FCC sample as minor component and, due to
the dissolution process of faujasite compound, the presence of this components are evidenced in alkaliactivated pastes. Sodium carbonate is formed in alkali activated pastes due to carbonation or the presence
of impurities in the sample (alkaline reagents).

Figure 4. X-ray diffractograms for spent FCC sample and selected alkali activated mixtures: M-l, M-m
and M-h.

Figure 5 shows micrographs of selected alkali activated pastes based on spent FCC (mixtures L-l, M-m
and H-l). The L-l paste shown in Figure 5a and Figure 5b has an amorphous microstructure with a
significant amount of partially and/or unreacted spent FCC particles. The M-m paste shown in Figure 5c,
Figure 5d and Figure 5e has a dense-compact and amorphous microstructure. However, some particles of
partially reacted spent FCC are also observed. Similar microstructural feature have been observed in other
alkali-activated systems [17; 19]. Figure 5f shows a general view of the H-l paste. It is not observed the
presence of unreacted spent FCC particles in matrix. According to the literature a high alkaline solution
contributes to the dissolution process, but difficult the polymerization reaction [30]. This statement was
verified in the compressive strength tests, obtaining matrix with not so good performance due to the
precipitation of hydrated products at early ages.

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of geopolymeric pastes: L-l mixture (micrographs a and b); M-m mixture
(micrographs c, d and e); H-l mixture (micrograph f).

The progress of alkali-activated reaction was monitored by means of pH and electrical conductivity
measurements in an aqueous suspension only for mixture M-m. A decrease on these values indicates the
progress of alkali activation reaction.

The initial pH for the sample M-m (5 minutes of mixing at room temperature) was 13.01: obviously this
in not the pH of the water solution in the pores of AA-FCC paste, because this is the pH of a diluted
solution after mixing 1 part of alkali-activated paste and 10 parts of deionized water. In the same
conditions, the electrical conductivity was 23.1 mS/cm. This electrical conductivity value is considered as
the contribution of all ions that can move under an electric field in an aqueous medium.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of pH and electrical conductivity measurements with curing time for pastes
cured at 65 ºC. It is noticeable that both parameters diminish with curing time progress, and this reduction
is very important in the first two hours of reaction.

After 120 minutes, the pH value was reduced to 12.68, which means that the OH- concentration was
diminished in 52%: this behaviour suggests that the cleavage of Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al bonds by the action

of OH- anions is a relevant step for the first hours. Associated to the pH reduction, there is a parallel
decrease of electrical conductivity: 10.6 mS/cm was obtained after 120 minutes, which corresponds to a
reduction in electrical conductivity of 54%. It is noteworthy that both reductions are similar.

Figure 6. Electrical conductivity and pH evolution for M-m mixture.

After 7 days of reaction, the electrical conductivity is about 7.5 mS/cm and the pH value is 12.42. Similar
values were reached after only 1 day of reaction, indicating that alkali activation reaction of spent FCC
occurs in the first 24 hours and, after that, the small variations in the electrical conductivity and pH values
represents the rearranging of the microstructure of AA-FCC paste.

3.3. Influence of H2O/FCC mass ratio
3.3.1. Mechanical strength tests
Table 6 summarizes the mechanical strength of alkali activated mortars with different H2O/FCC mass
ratio. For all alkali activating solution, the SiO2/Na2O molar ratio was fixed in 1.17 and the H2O/FCC was
in the range 0.60-0.45.

According to the obtained results (see Table 6), compressive strength values obtained for different
H2O/FCC mass ratio present a linear dependence, achieving values around 80MPa for the mixture M-m
0.45. The results confirm the importance of H2O/FCC mass ratio on mechanical strength of alkaliactivated binders.

Table 6. Mechanical properties of alkali-activated mortars prepared for studying the influence of
H2O/FCC mass ratio.

3.3.2. Microstructural properties
The total porosity of alkali-activated mortars was measured by means of MIP test. A direct relationship
between total porosity and H2O/FCC mass ratio can be established. The total porosity values are in the
range 14.5-20.5% in volume, depending on the H2O/FCC ratio (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Influence of H2O/FCC ratio on total porosity (%) of alkali activated mortars.

The pore size distributions for M-m with different H2O/FCC ratio are shown in Figure 8. It can be noted
that the volume of gel pores (diameter less than 10 nm) was very low, whereas the volumes of capillary
pores are very important. There is no refinement of pores size when the amount of water was diminished.
However, a clear trend was observed for large pores with diameter greater than 1 micrometer. The
volume of this type of pores was reduced when diminishing the H2O/FCC ratio. This behavior suggests
that for alkali-activated mortars based on FCC the main factor related to compressive strength is the total
porosity.

Figure 8. Pore size distributions for M-m mortars.

Two selected mortars (M-m 0.45 and M-m 0.60) were studied by SEM. Selected micrographs are shown
in Figure 9. In both mortars, a dense and compact microstructure is observed with the presence of air
voids (20-100 micrometers). No microstructural differences can be observed for the selected mortars.

Figure 9. SEM micrographs of alkali-activated mortars with different H2O/FCC ratio: a) 0.45; b) 0.60.

4. Conclusions
The influence of SiO2/Na2O molar ratio and the H2O/FCC mass ratio on the alkali-activated materials
based on spent FCC is reported, and its noteworthy that these factors play a very important role in the
determining changes on the mechanical and microstructural characteristics of pastes and mortars
produced. AA-FCC mortars with H2O/FCC mass ratio of 0.60 have compressive strength in the range 2668 MPa when cured at 65 ºC for three days. For this H2O/FCC mass ratio, mortar with 18.6% of Na2O
and 21.0% of SiO2 correspond to AA-FCC with optimized compressive strength. The influence of
H2O/FCC mass ratio on mechanical and microstructural properties was evaluated. The mixture with
H2O/FCC mass ratio of 0.45 yielded compressive strength about 80MPa after 3 days at 65ºC with a total
porosity of 14.5%, in volume.
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